
Between Science 
and Art

*****

Samuel Seymour, Self-Portrait, detail from his Hills o f the [Floetz] Trap Formation (28 -29  July 1820), watercolor 
over graphite on paper, 14.5 x 21 cm., Yale Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library.

Two artists — Samuel Seymour and Titian Ramsay Peak* — were hired by the Long Expedition to provide a visual 
record. As shown here, an expedition illustrator often made field sketches, which were later revised into the images that 
the public would see through official accounts or exhibits.
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Titian Ramsay Peak's 
Long Expedition Sketches, 
Newly Recovered at the 
State Historical Society of Iowa

by Kenneth Haltman

I
N MID-SEPTEMBER 1819, a small com
pany of “scientific gentlemen’ hound the 
next year for the Rocky Mountains under 
orders from the U.S. War Department 
made camp for the winter several miles below 

Council Bluffs along the west bank of the Mis
souri (across the river and slightly north from 
the present-day Iowa city of that name). They 
had traveled down the Ohio and up the Mis
sissippi from Pittsburgh in the W estern  
Engineer, an experimental steamboat de
signed by their commander, Major Stephen 
Harriman Long of the newly formed Army 
Corps of Topographic Engineers. The Western 
Engineer now lay moored offshore, a floating 
storehouse for their crates of fragile scientific 
instruments (including sextants, telescopes, 
artificial horizons, and a microscope) and an 
extensive library of reference hooks. The team 
of civilian scientists settled into snug log cabins 
they and their military escort had hurriedly 
built against the coming winter in the shelter of 
the bluffs along the river, within sight of Fort 
Lisa, a Missouri Fur Company trading post. 
Come spring, they would embark upon the 
first systematic field reconnaissance ever 
undertaken west of the Mississippi.

Despite wide recognition by editorialists 
and politicians, as well as by scientists, of the 
desirability of cataloging the flora, fauna, and 
mineral resources of the vast territory that had 
been acquired by the United States through 
the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, much of the 
interior, and principally the river systems of 
the plains, had yet to be explored. The Long 
Expedition, as it has come to be known, was 
the first organized attempt by the federal gov
ernment to take stock of this new territory 
since the return of Lewis and Clark in 1806. On 
that earlier expedition, the work of science had 
been left to the two military commanders. 
Lacking the specialized training to comply with 
Jefferson’s request for detailed description, 
they produced only amateur results.

Cognizant of this, Major Long in choosing 
his command included a number of the nations 
leading scientists, selected on the advice of the 
American Philosophical Society in Phila
delphia. William Baldwin, who was to have 
served as the expedition’s physician and bota
nist until his death that fall; Edwin James, who
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Charles Willson Peale. May Stephen Harriman Long 
(1819), oil on canvas, 61.6 x 51 4 cm.. 
Independence National Historical Park.

This portrait of expedition leader Stephen Ix>ng was 
painted hy renowned artist Charles Willson Peale — 
whose son Titian aeeoinpanied Long's expedition.

replaced him in both capacities; Thomas Say, 
the expedition s distinguished zoologist; and 
Augustus Edward Jessup, who (until his resig
nation that winter) was to have served as its 
geologist, were all men superbly trained to 
study the western habitat and to accurately 
report their discoveries back east.

As Secretary of War John C. Calhoun (as well 
as Long himself) had noted, not only had Lewis 
and Clark lacked proficiency in the natural sci
ences, they had lacked the necessary artistic 
training to produce detailed and accurate 
sketches as illustrations of their observations in 
the field. Such images, they knew, might bet
ter have served the cause of science by helping, 
for example, to describe previously undocu
mented specimens too cumbersome or delicate 
to transport home. But Calhoun and Long 
were interested in more than propagating sci
entific knowledge for its own sake. They were 
also aware of the value such documentary 
images might have in encouraging congres
sional and public support of present and future 
expenditures on exploration. Long hoped to 
publish a multi-volume account compiled from

the journals he asked each member of his scien
tific team to keep, while any specimens col
lected were to be held for study and eventual 
exhibition in the Philadelphia Museum along
side the specimens collected by Lewis and 
Clark, deposited a decade earlier.

In this way, in planning for the Long Expedi
tion, elaborate care was taken to satisfy the 
several constituencies eager for specific intel
ligence regarding the territories that lay far 
beyond the western frontier. They included 
scientists, both amateur and professional; 
members of the political class; businessmen 
with an interest in western expansion; and, last 
but not least, ordinary citizens whose appetites 
had been whetted for scientific knowledge (and 
whose eyes had been turned west) by the popu
lar press.

B
ECAUSE PEOPLE desired not only 
to know but also to see, the organizers 
of the expedition found it expedient to 
provide for a visual record. President 
Monroe himself is thought to have approved 

the hiring of not one but two artists to supply 
the required illustrations: Samuel Seymour, a 
middle-aged, British-born watercolorist, hired 
to furnish sketches of distinguished Indians 
and “groups of savages as well as western 
landscapes; and, as natural history illustrator 
(also serving as assistant naturalist), Titian 
Ramsay Peale. About Seymour little is known. 
Of the 150 sketches he produced, fewer than 
two dozen survive. Some of these, chosen to 
illustrate the official Account of the expedition 
published in 1822 and 1823, have become rec
ognizable icons of western exploration.

Peale’s life and his expeditionary artwork, on 
the other hand, though less familiar, are much 
better documented. Only eighteen years old 
when the Western Engineer raised anchor in 
Pittsburgh in May 1819 — he would celebrate 
his nineteenth birthday that fall near Council 
Bluffs — Peale descended from a highly visible 
Philadelphia family. He was the youngest son 
of Charles Willson Peale, painter, scientist, 
and proprietor of the nation s first natural his
tory museum, the Philadelphia Museum (also 
known after its founder as the Peale Museum),
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Charles Bird King, John C Calhoun (ca. 1818-20). oil on canvas, 91 4 x 71 8 cm., The Chrysler Museum

Secretary of W ar John C. Calhoun recognized that accurate images of what the Long Expedition discovered would 
encourage congressional and public support of future expeditions. H ere, Calhoun s forefinger points to the area labeled 
Council Bluff along the Missouri River; near there, the l,ong Expedition wintered over in 1819/20.
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located in what is now' Independence Hall.
From the time of his birth in 1799 Titian 

Feale had been surrounded bv the nation s 
foremost artist-naturalists and, after 1809, as 
fate would have it, by the artifacts gathered in 
the northern Rockies by Lewis and Clark. By 
his late teens he had gained a solid reputation 
as a taxidermist and a local renown for the 
delicacy and precociousness of his specimen 
drawings. The museum housed a gallery' of 
portraits by the elder Peale and by a number of 
Titian s many older siblings, both sisters and 
brothers. It was thus appropriate that his offi
cial responsibilities on the Long Expedition 
should involve both science and art.

His instructions were to assist the senior 
naturalists in collecting specimens, which he 
was then to preserve for shipment back to Phil
adelphia for safekeeping. As was typical of the 
scientific practice of the day, he was to supple
ment these physical specimens with detailed 
drawings. From these more formal descrip
tions, museum displays and eventual paintings 
could later be made. In early March 1819, 
Long had put in an order with Beck and Stew
art s emporium in Philadelphia for a wide 
assortment of pencils, colors, brushes, and 
sketchbooks of good quality Whatman paper 
measuring approximately 5 x 8  inches. Small 
and light enough to be carried easily in the 
field, these sketchbooks were well suited 
for taking notes and making sketches in all 
conditions.

It appears that Peale made good use of the 
supply of sketchbooks. We can gauge the scope 
of his expedition activities from the accession 
records of the Philadelphia Museum. On the 
same day in March 1821, some 123 field studies 
in his hand (of which 33 represented insects, 23 
mammals, 13 plants, 27 birds, 9 fish, 12 rep
tiles, and 6 shells) entered the museum collec
tion, along with 58 preserved zoological and 
ornithological specimens to which these stud
ies closely corresponded.

EWLY DISCOVERED WORKS 
indicate that Peale’s productivity 
on the expedition was far more 
catholic than even this extended 

inventory would suggest. Only a few years ago

a Peale descendant brought to light five 
com plete sketchbooks containing over 80 
previously unknown western images. State
Historical Societv of Iowa staff recentlv un-/ /
covered six additional Peale images related to 
the expedition, five sketches and one finished 
watercolor (see pages 82-83), bringing the total 
of his known Long Expedition images to 235 or 
thereabouts.

These latest additions to the historical record 
have changed our understanding of Peale’s 
work in crucial ways. For one thing, it now 
seems clear that he was as concerned as his 
colleague Seymour with the representation 
both of western landscape and of human figures 
in that landscape, Native Americans in particu
lar. More than this, Peale’s work can now be 
seen to have been marked bv two verv different 
styles of vision, the one more immediate and 
associated with preparatory sketches executed 
in the field, the other more formal and conven
tional, learned in the museum setting in w hich 
he grew' up and characteristic of his most highly 
polished field sketches and the careful w'ater- 
colors he completed after them.

I
T IS IMPORTANT in considering the 
meaning of this expeditionary production 
that we recognize what has become a 
commonplace of contemporary museum 
studies and art history: An image, even when 

seemingly most factual, is never objective in 
any simple way, but inevitably tells as much 
about the interests, and the prejudices, of its 
maker as it does about the world it represents. 
This seems especially useful to bear in mind 
when looking at images by an artist sent west in 
the employ of the federal government to chron
icle and celebrate the adventure of imperialism 
while simultaneously chronicling and celebrat
ing the similarly expansionist adventures of 
Enlightenment science.

The West Peale drew’ and painted — and 
arguably the West he saw — was a contested 
terrain informed by preconceptions and by 
vested interests. We know from his letters and 
journal entries that Peale himself felt deep 
ambivalence regarding the region. The West 
meant an opportunity to participate in the 
ordering of the world through Enlightenment
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Charles Willson Pealer Titian Ramsay Reale II (1819), oil on canvas, 62.2 x 51.4 cm., Private Collection,

Just before Titian Ramsay Peale departed on the Long Expedition, his father painted this portrait of I itian. Already the 
young Peale had proved his skill in taxidermy and specimen drawing in his father s Philadelphia museum.
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Fig. 1. Titian Ramsay Peale, Bison Hunt (1 5 -2 5  February 1820), graphite on paper, 12.7 x 20.1 cm., American 
Philosophical Society.

Based on a hunting trip along the Boyer River in Iowa, this sketch (above) and watercolor (below) were the first images of 
western bison hunts by a white artist.

Fig. 2. Titian Ramsay Peale, Bison Hunt (15 -25  February 1820), watercolor over ink on paper, 
14.15 x 23.3 cm., American Philosophical Society.
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Fig. 3. Titian Ramsay Peale, Sioux Lodge Captured 
by Ottoes (May 1820), ink over graphite on paper,
12 8 x 20.2 cm.. Yale University Art Gallery, Gift of 
Ramsay MacMullen, M A H 1967.

Peale's sketch is the earliest recorded image of the Plains 
“skin lodge” or traveling tepee.

audience in each case, with some sense of the 
intellectual and artistic conventions at play. 
Nearly two hundred years after the Long Expe
dition, viewers today face the challenge of 
making sense of these long-lost works, both 
through aesthetic appreciation and close in
terpretation.

A
S WE KNOW from his own journals 
and letters and the official pub
lished expedition Account, in the 
fall and early winter of 1819, Peale 
was principally engaged in collecting geo

logical, zoological, ornithological, and botani
cal specimens. With sketchbook and supplies 
in hand, he tramped through woods and prai
ries and along the river, tracking game, setting 
traps, and fishing through holes cut in the ice of 
the Missouri. Hunting was a favorite activity of 
Peale’s, and his February hunting trip to Boyer 
Creek (the Boyer River in present-day Iowa) 
yielded the first images of western bison hunts 
by a white artist (figures 1 and 2). That winter 
Peale also produced the earliest recorded 
images of the Plains “skin lodge or traveling 
tepee (fig. 3).

The recently recovered sketches now aug
ment this written and visual record of Peale’s
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science, but also a chance to escape into disor
der and adventure, far from the control of a 
domineering father such as Charles Willson 
Peale. Titian Peale’s proficiency in natural his
tory, indeed, seems to have stemmed as much 
from his love of hunting and the open as from 
any love he had for work in a museum serving 
the greater glory of scientific progress.

It is not that Peale’s technical skills were in 
any way deficient — he was in fact at the cut
ting edge of the science of his day — but rather 
that his sketches reveal a more personal agenda 
at work. Specimen studies and landscapes, 
captured in field sketches as fragments of a 
world, were typically arranged in his finished 
works in patterns that suggest the importance 
to Peale of questions of power and territorial 
control. Neither the preparatory sketches nor 
the finished works are necessarily the more 
accurate. But the spontaneity- of Peale’s initial 
views seems to acknowledge and embrace a 
personal response made less visible in later 
paintings through a process of studious 
revision.

In a sense this movement from hurriedly 
made field notes into far more calculated works 
of art intended for public display typified the 
workings of the expedition in general. Consis
tently, the private perceptions of the expedi
tion as a struggle against odds, which we find in 
journals kept by its members, were subse
quently edited in published accounts into 
heroic public statements of environmental 
order marked by optimism concerning the pos
sibility of conquest. In this respect at least, 
Peale’s vision coincided with and reinforced 
the expedition’s public ideology — with its 
suggestions that the containment of the West 
was, in fact, as “natural as it was inevitable. 
Nonetheless, his sketchbooks reveal both 
doubts about the possibilities of w hite control 
and personal ambivalence regarding viewer 
access to a wilderness on whose essential in
accessibility his status as heroic westerner 
relied.

The assessment of Peale’s expedition work to 
follow, though it draws upon an extensive 
study of his art and life, is based on a simple 
underlying premise: To usefully compare the 
early and late states of his images, we must 
first understand his purposes and intended



activities on the expedition. For example, four 
of the sketches uncovered at the State Histor
ical Society of Iowa — Indians at Council0

Bluffs, Omahas and Ottoes, Ilceteeka and Big 
Soldier, and Three Omahas, each probably 
dating to early fall (figures 4-7) — tell us that 
Peale was recording his encounters with mem
bers of tribes who had come to Fort Lisa to 
trade.

These sketches, loosely organized on the 
page by posture or theme, seem to document 
random encounters. In Indians at Council 
Bluffs (fig. 4), for instance, Peale records the 
full-length portraits of three men — two stand
ing, wrapped in blankets or hides, and a third 
seated cross-legged much closer to the picture 
plane or the extreme front edge of the image. 
Alongside are bust portraits of two other men, 
one of whom, drawn larger in scale and at a 
right angle to the others, wears a peace medal

on his bare chest. In Omahas and Ottoes 
(fig. 5), two men with their backs half turned to 
the viewer serve to demonstrate a dance posi
tion on the left side of the sheet, while the two 
men to their right are, again, much larger in 
scale, and seem to be convincing psychological 
portraits of individuals, one of whom stares out 
of the image directly at the viewer, his features 
highlighted in red wash.

A
LTHOUGH NONE of the expedi
tion s scientists were explicitly 
assigned to study Native American 
cultures, zoologist Thomas Say 
actually contributed most of the ethnographic 

3assages in the Account. He proved to be a 
ceen observer, and some of Peale’s sketches

Fig. 4. Titian Ramsay Peale, Indians at Council Bluffs (October-December 1819), watercolor over graphite on 
paper, 12.5 x 20.1 cm., State Historical Society of Iowa.

Peale probably sketched these Native Americans (shown in figures 4—7) as they visited nearby Fort Lisa to trade or as he 
wandered through their villages. These four sketches are among the six newly discovered images by Peale in the State 
Historical Society of Iowa. Faint watermarks were clues for matching them to the sketchbooks.
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Fig 5. Titian Ramsay Peale, Omahas and Ottoes (October—December 1819), watercolor over graphite on paper, 
12.5 x 20 cm., State Historical Society of Iowa
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Titian Ramsay Peale, Heeteeka and Big Soldier (October—December 1819), watercolor over graphite on 
12.5 x 19.5 cm., State Historical Society of Iowa
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Fig. 7. Titian Ramsay Peale, Three Omahas (October—December 1819), watercolor over graphite on paper, 
12.5 x 20 cm , State Historical Society of Iowa

appear to depict the same subjects about which 
Say was writing. But just as Say’s science in this 
case was “unofficial,” so too was the art Peale 
made in its support. Peale, for his part, may 
simply have been following the advice he had 
been given by his brother Rembrandt in a let
ter, suggesting that he bring home images of 
“Indians in their warrior dresses’ and accu
rate drawings of their habitations. Never
theless, Peale’s ethnographic images (figures 
4—7) and similar ones apparently removed from 
the same sketchbook, are perhaps his most 
original and important “specimen studies.

Painting Indians, it will be recalled, was of
ficially the province of Peale’s colleague 
Seymour; but this overlap in production be
tween the two men can be explained by the fact 
that in the early nineteenth century, Indians as 
subjects of depiction were understood as 
belonging equally to scientific illustrators and 
to picturesque artists who traveled the globe in 
search of exotic subject matter. The two modes 
of description shared a vision of Indians as 
“natural objects of scrutiny. Some of Peale’s

sketches convey details about ornament and 
dress and communicate an essential indi
viduality. In other studies, and in finished 
works based on them, such particulars as these 
give way to ideal forms calculated to strike a 
chord in Eastern audiences accustomed to 
viewing Native Americans stereotypically as 
savages characterized by a stoic nobility remi
niscent of ancient Rome.

A simple comparison suggests this range of 
approach nicely. Consider first Peale’s study of 
two men, identified — most probably by a later 
owner of the study — as Kansa or Oto (fig. 8). 
This sketch presents much realistic-seeming 
detail, for example, scalp locks, buckskin leg
gings, and a bearclaw necklace. The men are 
shown seated, one in three-quarter profile and 
the other viewed from the front; both are pen
sive and awkward, an attribute of the drawing s 
style as well as of their pose. The eye locates 
the men’s position in space only with difficulty 
because very little ground plane has been pro
vided. Although they are thus depicted “out of 
context, they do convey, especially in the case
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of the figure on the right, a strong sense of 
individual character.

In figure 9, on the other hand, Peale depicts 
two men who seem only genetically Indian 
— not real people in authentic dress but rather 
representations of a type, and a Homan type at 
that. Their contemplative posture is strikingly 
similar to that in the former sketch (hand on 
chin, elbow on knee), but here it conveys nei
ther ethnographic detail nor individual char
acter but romantic cliché. The two Indians, 
furthermore, have been artfully arranged to 
frame an expanse of open prairie — a conven
tion common in nineteenth-century painting, 
and here used to provide white viewers a point 
of logical access to a virgin wilderness pro
claiming its openness to being entered and 
controlled.

In his more elaborate images, Peale prac
ticed a style of formal pictorial composition 
innovated in the family museum, where each 
display was a carefully arranged visual ' text
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Fig. 8. Titian Ramsay Peale, Ottoes (May 1820), 
graphite on paper. 12.9 x 21.1cm ., Vale University 
Art Gallery, Gift of Ramsay MacMullen, M A H. 1967.

This sketch conveys both ethnographic details of clothing 
and ornam entation, and an individuality in pose and 
expression. Compare it to figure 9 (below).
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Fig 9 Titian Ramsay Peale, Contemplative Indians (1820), graphite on paper, 13 x 20.2 cm., Vale University 
Art Gallery, Gift of Ramsay MacMullen, M.A.H. 1967.

Compared to the men in figure 8, these Native Americans are depicted in a similar pose (elbow on knee). Yet here Peale 
positions them to "frame the landscape and direct the viewer’s eye towards the open expanse.
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designed to he read easily by visitors. In the 
museum, natural history specim ens were 
ordered and classified in neat rows with 
painted backdrops showing the environment 
where each had been collected. In a number of 
his expedition images, Peale made unknown or 
exotic subject matter comprehensible to view
ers by setting specimens similarly in carefully 
constructed landscapes.

An example of this is Konza Village (fig. 10;
Konza” was a nineteenth-century spelling for 

“Kansa”). In this drawing, which dates to late 
summer 1819, we overlook a permanent 
encampment of mud lodges from a vantage 
point on slightly higher ground. Peale has 
structured the image so as to place this village 
and its inhabitants in a neatly ordered natural 
world, revealed to us in successive horizontal 
planes. The com position of the picture 
organizes our appreciation of the world it rep
resents. From a vaguely articulated fore
ground, we first look down upon a cluster of 
circular lodges where two figures are visible,

one indoors and one out, both perhaps women.
A third figure atop the furthest lodge gazes l 
with us, deeper into the composition still, 
across an extended open plain on which riders, t 
perhaps male hunters, are galloping on their 
horses. Beyond, open plain yields to a line of ■ | 
trees (and perhaps a hidden river) followed by 
low' hills, all encompassed within the extended 
embrace of a rising sun. The Kansa, Peale sug- j 

gests, gaze out upon their world much as white 
viewers do, but with this difference: The white 
vision (that is to say, white understanding) is I 
unbeknownst to the Kansa — and it subsumes 
the vision of the Kansa.

ERHAPS THE MOST LITERAL, j 
visually persuasive assertion of white 
cultural control over the western 
landscape in Peales expedition art

work can be seen in his finished watercolor 
Engineer Cantonment with Western Engineer

Fig. 10. Titian Ramsay Peale, Konza Village (21 -24  August 1819), graphite with ink on paper, 13.1 x 20.9 cm., 
Yale University Art Gallery, Gift of Ramsay MacMullen, M.A.H 1967.

Thomas Say, the expedition’s zoologist, reports in the Account that this Kansa village comprised as many as 120 lodges. 
Peale s drawing appears to have been made from the roof of the largest, in which the expedition passed the night.
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Fig. 11. Titian Ramsay Peale, Engineer Cantonment with Western Engineer (ca. 1822), watercolor and ink over 
graphite, 12 x 19.2 cm., American Philosophical Society.

Created for the public and the government after the expedition was over, this composite watercolor depicts the 
steamboat Western Engineer heading upriver in February 1820 — an unlikely scene because the boat was moored and 
dismantled until late spring.

(fig. 11). We stand on the west hank of the 
Missouri River facing roughly south. The rect
angular building at distant midground center 
is the trading post Fort Lisa. Our backs are to 
the expedition camp itself (the cantonment”) 
from where this view must have been taken. At 
near midground left, the steamboat Western 
Engineer rests in the shallows, steam up, its 
American flag unfurled. At further midground 
right, a half dozen small-masted boats are tied 
along shore, possibly iced in. The bluffs are 
nearly bare of trees, and those we see are with
out leaves. From Peale’s inscription in the sand 
at lower left we know the season more exactly.
It is Februarv 1820 — the verv dead of winter.,  * *

The only signs of life, in fact, are aboard the 
Western Engineer itself. A cloud of black 
smoke pours from a tall, cylindrical stack at 
midship. A red banner flutters from the top of 
the ship’s mast. An American flag hangs from 
its transom. These gestures might symbolize

confident control, establishing the human 
measure of the land. Perhaps more fundamen
tally, the touches of red in the steamboat’s flag 
are, like its plume of black smoke, visual 
reminders of the ship’s heart of fire, the steam 
engine, burning away invisibly below deck.

In 1819, steam power was widely considered 
the force that would reshape the continent, 
fueling both factory production and a revolu
tion in transport. One of the first steamboats 
built, the Western Engineer was specifically 
designed to ascend the shallow waters of the 
Missouri. It had been hailed by the press as the 
very' embodiment of progress. Peale is known 
to have done at least two earlier drawings of the 
boat, one a small ink drawing with what may be 
Cincinnati in the background (fig. 12, now at 
the American Philosophical Society) and the 
other (fig. 13) a larger field study found among 
the State Historical Society of Iowa sketches. 
Each is essentially a portrait of the Western
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Engineer alone, intended to capture the steam
boat’s likeness.

In comparing the finished watercolor (fig. 
11) with its preliminary sketches (figures 12 
and 13), we behold a typical example of Peales 
process in transforming personal studies into 
works intended for public consum ption. 
Beginning with immediate impressions and 
factual notation, Peale would translate rather 
than directly transcribe these into a far more 
aesthetic composition inscribed with rich sym
bolic meaning.

For instance, whereas the steamboat s 
American flag appears in the sketches, its pres
ence there is merely factual. In the watercolor, 
by contrast, the flag — and, because of the flag, 
the steamboat itself — serve as signs of an 
heroic nationalism. We know, in fact, from the 
London edition of the Account that neither 
boat nor flag could have appeared as they do in 
Peale s painting in February 1820. The West
ern Engineer had been moored and dismantled 
for the winter, not to be reassembled until late

Fig. 12. Titian Ramsay Peale. Western Engineer 
(1819), ink and wash over graphite on paper.
7.3 x 8.9 cm., American Philosophical Society.

The lettering on the port wheel of the steamboat in 
figures 12 and 13 is changed in figure 11. The buildings 
in the back are probably Cincinnati. The expedition had 
traveled down the Ohio to the Mississippi, then to the 
Missouri.

Fig. 13. Titian Ramsay Peale, Western Engineer (1819), graphite on paper, 12 4 x 20 cm., State Historical 
Society of Iowa.

A field sketch of the steamboat. The serpent figurehead appears here and in figures 11 and 12.
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Fig. 14 Titian Ramsay Peale, untitled study of Engineer Cantonment (February 1820), watercolor and ink over 
graphite on paper, 13.3 x 21.2 cm., American Philosophical Society.

A frozen landscape without the Western Engineer is what Peale more likely saw in February 1820, while the steamboat 
was moored and dismantled. Below the large ink blot is the fur-trading post Fort Lisa.

the following spring. Peale may have chosen to 
place the boat in this winter landscape with 
steam up and Hag flying in order to appeal to 
the desire of his viewers (including, perhaps 
most importantly, his employers in the War 
Department) to read the presence in the West 
of white Americans as confident, even as 
quietly triumphant.

T
HE TENOR of this fiction-making 
can be better gauged by looking to 
the original, untitled field sketch of 
the landscape with which Peale 
began (fig. 14). Comparing this pencil study 

with the watercolor Engineer Cantonment 
with Western Engineer (fig. 11) reveals the 
dramatic nature of the revision Peale achieved 
through the addition of color and subtle manip
ulations of vantage. In figure 14, he began with

a bleak view of a barren w ilderness outpost in 
winter, imbued with an overwhelming sense of 
frozen isolation. A squat fort sits in the middle 
distance. Neither this building nor the boats 
along the shore assert their presence in the 
landscape with any force. The viewer is left 
nowhere to stand and has nowhere to go.

But the emotional impact of the later water- 
color (fig. 11, probably completed back in Phil
adelphia more than a year later) is altogether 
different. The presence of the steamboat in its 
foreground serves as invitation to the viewer to 
imagine entry' into picture space as possible. 
Peale underscores this quiet suggestion of 
vicarious participation with a visual pun. Look 
back at his two sketches (figures 12 and 13) of 
the steamboat alone: the inscription on the 
cover of the port wheel facing us, just to the left 
of the flag, consists of two parts: the monogram 
initials of the United States surrounded by let
ters spelling the name J. C. CALHOUN. In
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the watereolor, this text has been reduced to 
the letters U S, which stand out clearly, and 
without punctuation, against a blue hemi
spheric field, suggesting to nineteenth-century 
viewers in the East that this steamboat, shown 
establishing an outpost in the wilderness, was 
there on their behalf. “We see the future, 
Peale invites them to conclude, “and it is US.

We must not allow this w'atercolor s calm 
simplicity to in any way obscure the power of 
its symbolism. The boat is both an engine of 
material conversion in this landscape, and a 
symbol of the intellectual conversion of  this 
landscape from an unknown to a known 
environment. This historical and cultural con
version had been taking effect slowly, imple
mented by white and metis traders over a 
period of more than a century. The Long Expe
dition would now dramatically accelerate this 
process. The steamboat was an eastern dynamo 
sent west, burning its way into the w ilderness, 
devouring trees as fuel and converting nature 
into European-American culture.

YMBOLIC OF TECHNOLOGY and 
industry, the steamboat itself was 
adorned with a symbol of power: a ser
pent’s head mounted on its bow, visi

ble in all three of Peale’s images. This figure
head, presumably designed by Long, wras not 
merely decorative but functional. Peale

described it in his journal as a large Serpent 
through the gapping [sic] mouth of which the 
[steamboat’s] waste steam issues. [I]t will give 
no doubt to the Indians an Idea that the boat is 
pulled along by this Monster.

The St. Louis Enquirer of June 19, 1819, 
described the effect more colorfully: “The bow' 
of the vessel exhibits the form of a huge ser
pent, black and scaley, rising out of the water 
from under the boat, his head as high as the 
deck, darting forward, his mouth open, vomit
ing smoke, and apparently earn ing the boat on 
his back. . . .  To the eye of ignorance the 
illusion is complete, that a monster of the deep 
carries her on his back smoking with fatigue, 
and lashing the w'aves with violent exertion.

Carning along a boatload of scientists and 
artists and their books and equipment on its 
back, this serpent sen es to figure the expedi
tion itself as an intruder in the garden, an 
intellectual machine determined to overcome 
any resistance in ingesting and processing 
Nature (which, of course, in the last century 
included Indians). Immediately following his 
written description of the boat, Peale chose, 
appropriately enough, to inventory its consid
erable arsenal. In addition to its “four brass 
2Vh inch howitzers, two on swivels, and two on 
field carriages” and a quantity of small arms, 
the steamboat was equipped w ith a “brass four 
pounder mounted in the bow, just above the 
serpent’s head.

Surely Stephen Long intended his well-

After the adventure

Despite its  s c ie n tif ic  and sym bolic  successes, 
the Long Exped ition ’s trek  ou t to  the Rockies 
and back in the  spring  and sum m er o f 1 8 2 0  
was not a ll th a t its  organizers had hoped for. 
Due to  fund ing  cu ts and a la te  s ta rt, the  expe
d ition  was forced to  m ake do w ith inadequate  
su p p lie s  and to  trave l q u ick ly . There were 
log is tica l errors m ade as w ell —  the Canadian 
River was m istaken for the Red River —  and, in 
the end, deserters am ong the m ilita ry  escort 
made o ff not ju s t w ith  the  best horses and 
su p p lie s , bu t w ith  five  p re c io u s  n o te b o o ks  
fille d  w ith  carefu l s c ie n tif ic  observations.

The Account of the exped ition , pub lished in 
two tex t vo lum es and an illu s tra te d  a tlas  in 
1 8 2 2  and 1 8 2 3 , rece ived  la rge ly  p o s itive

reviews. But it a lso su ffe red  from  a trag ic  lack 
o f fu n d in g , so th a t in th e  end on ly  tw o o f 
P ea le ’s e x p e d itio n  il lu s tra t io n s  (and s ix  o f 
Seym our’s) were included.

P ea le  h im s e lf  re tu rn e d  to  P h ila d e lp h ia , 
where he played a lead ing  role in the fam ily  
m useum , un til h is appo in tm en t in 1 8 3 6  to 
perhaps the m ost e labora te  exploratory ven
ture o f the century, the  W ilkes Expedition to 
the South Seas. Serving as one o f several na t
u ra lis ts , he fille d  many more sketchbooks w ith 
pencil draw ings and w aterco lors.

Peale spent the last decades o f his co lo rfu l, 
productive life  as an exam iner in the Patent 
O ffice in W ashington, D.C.

—  Kenneth Haltm an
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armed and well-equipped Western Engineer to 
inspire awe and respect not only from native 
peoples encountered on the expedition but 
from the British as well, competitors for the 
very lucrative fur trade in the region. Peale’s 
audience, on the other hand, was composed of 
Americans back east. He completed his com
posite watercolor after the expedition was 
over, when it came time to organize the public 
record. What this meant for Peale was display
ing not his earlier, relatively sober pencil and 
ink sketches of either steamboat or western 
landscape, but rather a composite image — in 
which the steamboat, symbol of the future, 
heads off into the future under a full head of 
steam with US aboard. This image was calcu
lated to inspire viewer confidence (and to 
encourage viewer complicity) in an imperialist 
impulse to carve up vast chunks of the western 
wilderness.

P
EALE’S WATERCOLOR Engineer 
Cantonment with Western Engineer 
offered his viewers a vicarious par
ticipation in the expedition’s project of 
defining and controlling the natural world 

through intellectual understanding. But 
despite his professional sympathy with both 
the ideology of containment implicit in the 
conventions of specimen drawing and museum 
display, and with the expansionist policies of 
the War Department, Peale’s work also evi
dences what I take to be a more personal 
ambivalence regarding public access to the 
West.

Sometime shortly after he completed  
Engineer Cantonment with Western Engineer, 
Peale painted a second watercolor version of 
the same view, one he left untitled but that we 
might reasonably call Engineer Cantonment 
with Deer (fig. 16, next page). The painting is 
one of those only recently uncovered in Iowa 
— certainly the most consummate of his works 
held by the State Historical Society, and 
among the most consummate of his works 
known. Much remains the same in the two 
images, and much has changed. It is no sur
prise that Peale, as a skilled taxidermist and 
avid hunter, should have chosen to feature a 
deer in this landscape where he lived and

Fig 15. Titian Ramsay Peale, Yellow Headed 
Blackbird (May 14. 1820), watercolor over graphite 
on paper, 18.8 x 22.7 cm , American Philosophical 
Society.

W atercolors (such as this one) and museum dioramas in 
the family m useum  in Philadelphia w ere based on 
Peale’s field sketches, w hich show ed groupings of species 
in natural surroundings.

worked for the better part of a year. As natural 
history illustrator on the expedition, he 
sketched and painted many specimen-in-land- 
scape studies on which later museum dioramas 
would be based, and in 1822 or thereabouts he 
completed several dozen graceful watercolors 
after them, including his Yellow Headed Black
bird, which you see here (fig. 15).

Engineer Cantonment with Deer has some
thing in common with these works as well, with 
its suggestion of environmental context both 
explaining and explained by wildlife posing 
with a calm expectancy within. Yet several fac
tors here suggest more personal meaning. For 
one thing, Peale painted his specifically scien
tific watercolors like Yellow Headed Blackbird 
on stiffer, whiter, larger sheets of paper; 
Engineer Cantonment with Deer, as evidenced 
by the work s unfinished left edge, was done 
directly in an expedition sketchbook, suggest
ing that it was not intended for a public 
audience. In his animal series, moreover, crea
tures were intended to represent their species, 
and so were pictured in family groupings. But 
this deer appears alone.

If we compare the two watercolors — 
Engineer Cantonment with Western Engineer 
and Engineer Cantonment with Deer — what 
strikes one immediately is the exactness of the 
substitution of deer for steamboat. The curve of 
the animal’s breast corresponds precisely, in 
position and contour, to the curve of the Amer
ican flag flying from the ship’s stern. Both ship
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Fig. 16. Titian Ramsay Peale, Engineer Cantonment with Deer (1822), watercolor over graphite on paper,
12.1 x 20.2 cm., State Historical Society of Iowa.

A newly recovered addition to Peale’s body of work, this w atercolor suggests a m ore personal vison of the W est than 
what the young artist was hired to produce.

and deer appear in profile, animate but still. 
Aside from the obvious change in subject mat
ter — from technology to zoology, from steam
boat to deer — winter here has turned to spring 
or early summer, and the trees have leafed out. 
Peales palette has become more temperate.

I believe this second version of the view from 
the expedition camp provided Peale a symbolic 
opportunity to register his own ambivalent 
response to the very process of opening the 
West in which he himself had played a role,

albeit a minor one. There is good evidence that 
the deer, which he has substituted in this 
image for the steamboat, is one that he had shot 
himself, perhaps here along the river. As is 
typical of Peale s specimen studies, this deer 
stands posed as one might pose a taxidermic 
mount, and this is no coincidence. Peale s work 
as a painter relied quite literally on his work as 
a taxidermist, which itself relied quite literally 
on his work as a hunter. In other words, what 
Peale represents in this public portrait of a deer
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counterweight to the corporate, technological 
vision of the future represented by the steam
boat’s engine of conquest.

-** 1̂ , - • I

is the record of his own handiwork, a form of 
self-portraiture, evidence of his own skillful 
transformation and appropriation of a real 
deer as an act of individual accomplishment. 
We might, in fact, read Peale’s watercolor 
Engineer Cantonment with Deer as a form of 
symbolic self-assertion offered as an artisanal

T
HE DEER, in other words, stands 
here for Peale’s desire for identity 
in two worlds — the one, a tech
nological eastern United States, the 
other, a pre-industrial western frontier, the one 

professional, the other personal; the one disci
plined, the other free; the one public, the other 
private. It is this ambivalence Peale appears to 
have struggled with throughout the expedi
tion. Assigned to document an unknown ter
ritory and to illustrate its economic potential to 
eastern viewers, he seems to have enjoyed its 
undeveloped qualities — its danger and adven
ture — far more than the anticipation of the ar
rival of the verv civilization he had fled in 
coming west in the first place. If the deer in 
some sense symbolizes Peale’s aspirations as a 
subsistence hunter, the steamboat represents 
extractive industry, the dramatic approach of a 
market economy ever nearer its source of sup
ply with steam up and American Hag Hying.

Science and art on the Long Expedition 
were two essentially complementary means of 
making sense of the unknown, both a region 
(the West) and an experience (historic change). 
Titian Ramsay Peale contributed importantly 
to both endeavors precisely because his work 
was marked so strongly by his personal re
sponse to what he saw’. From the images he left 
us w’e can learn much about the natural and 
human environments of the M issouri River val
ley and what is now western Iowa early in the 
last century. If we read them carefully, we can 
also learn how this world was first seen and 
then imaginatively transformed by one pre
cocious young man from the East who, like 
many others to follow, saw fit to project his own 
desires upon the land.

NOTE ON SOURCES
The vast majority of Peale’s sketches from the Long Expe
dition are held in the collections of the American 
Philosophical Societ\ in Philadelphia and Yale University 
Art Gallery in New Haven. For further information, read
ers are referred to the two-volume Account of An Expedi
tion from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, compiled 
by Edwin James and published in Philadelphia by (Jarey 
& Lea in 1822 (with an illustrated atlas issued early in 
1823), and to the following secondary works: Jessie

Poesch, Titian Hamsay Peale, Artist-Naturalist (M A 
thesis, Delaware, 1956); Roger L. Nichols and Patrick
Halley, Stephen Long and American Frontier Explora
tion (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1980); Roger 
B Stein, Packaging the Great Plains: The Role of the
Visual Arts,’ Great Plains Quarterly 5 (Winter 1985); 
Amy R W Meyers, Sketches from the Wilderness 
(Ph D. diss., Yale, 1985); and Kenneth Haltman, Fig
ures In A Western Landscape * (Ph.D diss., Yale. 1992).
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